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The Strix is rated 3. Rated 5 out of 5 by tesamoine from Very nice adventure game This is a true point and
click adventure game. You will not find HOS in this game. You do have your choice of custom settings which
is a fantastic touch. The hint works as far as helping you if you are in the same room as a needed object. This
is a great game if you are new to adventure games. It is not overly difficult and there is a terrific walkthrough
on BFG available if needed. Art and color were marvelous, as was the music score. Very much enjoyed
visiting The Dragon Mountain and other locations throughout game. Graphics, art work are awesome as wel as
the muscial score. Was an overall very pleasant playing experience. The ability to customize settings is briliant
and gives many different types of gamers an opportunity to play. I prefer Adventure Mode and encourage
players that normally play hidden objects to replay on Adventure Mode. It is a very playable game on all
settings. A very fun game. Hope to see many more! Thanks to BFG for an equally awesome gaming Site! Pay
attention to the dialogues because the answer for the next step o puzzle might be there. For those of you who
still appreciate old school adventure games this one is a lot of fun. There are puzzles, a bit of HO action and a
couple Match 3 boards. I liked the way they did them. Once you finish a chapter witch includes several areas
you move on. The story is actually good. Use one of your free game codes on it: I liked the fantasy storyline,
the fun bright characters and the flow of the game which I thought was excellent. There was little going back
and forth, the game was quite linear which I enjoy in a game. It was easy going and relaxing to play. On the
downside, I thought that the graphics could be a little better, some of the dialogue was a bit silly and dragged
out, and the game overall could be longer. I rated 5 stars in details but 4 stars in general cause it was a bit on
the short side. There are no HO scenes but HOs all over the place. A bit on the easy side. The dialogue is
great, humorous, loved the helper character. If, like me, you like the harder games, go with the "Adventure"
mode. The music is beautiful, and the art work is simply lovely. The voice overs are a bit hit and miss, but the
main character does fairly well. There is some humour, some scary-ish bits, and lots of charm. Puzzles were a
mixture of all kinds, and were bright, fun and creative. If you want a fun romp for a rainy Saturday, get this
and enjoy yourself. I played the game on the most challenging level and really enjoyed it. The items are
usually easy to find without resorting to the sparkles and item list. I loved that there were no HO scenes -- all
the items were a part of your adventure and found as you went along. The gameplay was mostly linear and
logical The voice-over is good not great and the music which I always turn way down anyway is unobtrusive.
I feel the developers missed some great opportunities in the game for those of us who love puzzles The game
was very enjoyable for me So give it a try! The dialogues are sometimes funny. I played in Adventure mode
no sparkles. The graphics are somewhat "old stylish". This game is not really a HOG, more puzzle. The
objects are scattered in the location. Some objects need to interact to use them. There are 5 chapters. The
puzzles are mostly easy, some challenging. There is no journal. The hint system in adventure mode is useless,
making it more challenging. It took me 2 hours to finish. Could have been longer. Visually, the game is also
pretty different from the usual look of HOGs. The scenes seem to be composed of 3D models, or possibly a
mix of 2D and 3D. The game also seems to partially be in TRUE widescreen. Most games that fill a
widescreen monitor merely stretch the image horizontally, resulting in ugly distortion. This one actually fills
the screen without distorting the image. I usually dislike the 3D look in these types of games, but it looked
pretty good here, especially because some of the settings looked good, like the institution, which looks like a
floating castle in the sky. I really liked the story and there are a lot of voice overs throughout the game that
were of high quality and really enhanced everything, although there were a few translation mistakes in the text
displayed to accompany the voice overs. The puzzles were of a pretty good level of challenge and variety.
Game length seemed on the short side, but I was satisfied with it anyway.
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Throughout the course of his explanation, Dyer relates how he led a group of scholars from Miskatonic
University on a previous expedition to Antarctica, during which they discovered ancient ruins and a dangerous
secret, beyond a range of mountains higher than the Himalayas. A small advance group, led by Professor
Lake, discovers the remains of fourteen prehistoric life-forms, previously unknown to science, and also
unidentifiable as either plants or animals. Six of the specimens have been badly damaged, while another eight
have been preserved in pristine condition. Some fossils of Cambrian age show signs of the use of tools to
carve a specimen for food. They also discover that the better preserved life-forms have vanished, and that
some form of dissection experiment has been done on both an unnamed man and a dog. The missing man is
suspected of having gone utterly insane and having killed and mutilated all the others. Dyer and a graduate
student, named Danforth, fly an aeroplane across the mountains, which they identify as the outer walls of a
vast abandoned stone-city, alien to any human architecture. For their resemblance to creatures of myth
mentioned in the Necronomicon , the builders of this lost civilization are dubbed the " Elder Things ". There is
a hint that all earthly life evolved from cellular material left over from the creation of the shoggoths. The
images also reflect a degradation of their civilization, once the shoggoths gain independence. As more
resources are applied in maintaining order, the etchings become haphazard and primitive. The murals also
allude to an unnamed evil lurking within an even larger mountain range located beyond the city. This
mountain range rose in one night and certain phenomena and incidents deterred the Elder Things from
exploring it. When Antarctica became uninhabitable, even for the Elder Things, they soon migrated into a
large, subterranean ocean. They are ultimately drawn towards the entrance of a tunnel, into the subterranean
region depicted in the murals. Here, they find evidence of various Elder Things killed in a brutal struggle and
blind six-foot-tall penguins wandering placidly, apparently used as livestock. They are then confronted by a
black, bubbling mass, which they identify as a shoggoth, and escape. Aboard the plane, high above the
plateau, Danforth looks back and sees something which causes him to lose his own sanity, implied to be the
unnamed evil itself. Dyer concludes the Elder Things slaughtered the survivors and dogs only out of
self-defense or scientific curiosity, that their civilization was eventually destroyed by the shoggoths and that
this further entity has preyed on the enormous penguins. He warns the planners of the next proposed Antarctic
expedition to stay distant from the site. Connections to other Lovecraft stories[ edit ] At the Mountains of
Madness has numerous connections to other Lovecraft stories. Dyer mentions " Kadath in the Cold Waste"
while referring to a massive mountain range which even the Elder Things "shunned as vaguely and namelessly
evil. The Mi-go are the focus of " The Whisperer in Darkness ". Several times throughout, Dyer also makes
reference to Albert Wilmarth, the main character of "The Whisperer in Darkness". Inspiration[ edit ] Lovecraft
had a lifelong interest in Antarctic exploration. Contemporary maps of the continent show a number of
provocative blanks, and Lovecraft could exercise his imagination in filling them in The first expedition of
Richard E. Byrd took place in , the period just before the novella was written, and Lovecraft mentioned the
explorer repeatedly in his letters, remarking at one point on "geologists of the Byrd expedition having found
many fossils indicating a tropical past". Joshi has called this theory "facile. In a letter to August Derleth ,
Lovecraft wrote that he was trying to achieve with his ending an effect similar to what Poe accomplished in
Pym. Some details of the story may also have been taken from M. Publication[ edit ] Lovecraft submitted the
story to Weird Tales , but it was rejected by the editor Farnsworth Wright in July Orlin Tremaine , the editor
of Astounding Stories.
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Lost Land is rated 1. Rated 5 out of 5 by Gordonshamway23 from Awesome I bought the game and i like it so
far. I was able to find the speed up button from beginning on, not like all the other reviewers here. The game
pace is ok with higher tempo but in later levels you actually need it slower because of all the stuff going on.
Higher level gets more and more difficult. People which played the demo only cant really jugde the game i
think. I like the art style of the game. You should definitely give it a try. But it is very similar to Time
Management Games with some added fun added. Really enjoyed the trial, looking forward to the full game.
The graphics are clear and not too cluttered, and I did have to restart one level when I dug up the wrong hole
and left myself with not enough wood to dig up the right hole, so after that I made use of the pause at the
beginning see helpful hint at the end of this post to plan my route. I bought it and played through the entire
game. It could use some tuning up for sure but â€¦. TM games are my favorites. Try it before you abandon
hope on this one. If you push that the game and the tiny people go in high gear. The instructions for this game
could of been better. If they would of been the reviews would of been better. This is a great little game with a
lot of strategy. I hope you can give it another look. For those reviewers that are saying this is a slow and
boring game, it is not. There is a slow speed and a faster speed to get your workers going. The slow speed is
for you to use to figure out your moves. There is a fast forward button in the bottom right of the screen that
will accelerate your workers, but be careful, it accelerates your time too. There is a good amount of challenge
in this game as you get further in the levels. You just have to use strategy to play There is not much info out
on the web for tips and tricks on this game. Perhaps I missed something in the earlier levels which I will figure
out when I replay. Have tried multiple times and always fall 1 tree short Very frustrating as i actually paid for
this one once the free trial expired: My suggestion, once you can upgrade and get more workers, just collect
food to max out your work force so that the game moves along faster before you try to tackle it. A few levels
cannot be won with 3 stars. Played it all the way through, but so boring.
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As recorded by Holt Thunderhorn of the Unseen Path. It was his first rifle, and he designed it to harness the
raw fury of storms. Mimiron gave the weapon to his good friend, Keeper Thorim , to use in battle. Thorim was
a legendary fighter who relished the hunt, and he wielded Titanstrike with great care and skill. Titanstrike, Part
One Titanstrike was not conceived by a mortal mind, nor was it crafted by mortal hands. This rifle traces its
origins to a mirthful being named Mimiron. He was one of the keepers, a race of noble creatures who warred
with the Old Gods and imprisoned the wicked entities beneath the earth. Others were mighty warriors. His
intellect and creativity had no equal. Day and night, Mimiron tinkered away at unique mechanisms. He was
especially fond of experimenting with weapons that the keepers and their servants could use to protect
Azeroth. When the earthen suggested that Mimiron make something that could strike at enemies from a
distance, the keeper devoted himself to the challenge. Before long, he developed the first firearm in history, a
rifle known as Titanstrike. At least, not at first. He embraced the process of trial and error, often to the
detriment of his faithful servants, the clockwork mechagnomes. While testing one of the earliest versions of
Titanstrike, Mimiron set part of his workshop on fire and damaged over a dozen mechagnomes. The keeper
learned a great deal from the disaster. After repairing his injured servants, Mimiron fine-tuned Titanstrike. He
took the next prototype to a stormy mountain peak, a remote place where no one would be injured if the
weapon went haywire. He had forged the newest version of the rifle with a mix of rare metal alloys that
unintentionally attracted electricity. When Mimiron fired the weapon, a bolt of lightning leapt from a storm
cloud and blasted Titanstrike into two pieces. The accident gave him an idea. The keeper would reassemble
Titanstrike, and he would embrace its connection to the elements. He would infuse it with the power of
storms. He needed Keeper Thorim. His lair, the Temple of Storms , acted as a conduit for thunder and
lightning. It would serve as the perfect forge to remake Titanstrike. Thorim wrestled with the winds and the
lightning until they bent to his will. He gathered the storm, and all its fury, into a concentrated orb of energy
called the Thunderspark , and then he bound it to his temple. He channeled the Thunderspark into Titanstrike.
Lightning rocked the temple before the keeper finally sealed the wrathful storm inside the rifle. Most of the
keepers thought something terrible had happened, that the sky itself had broken. But Mimiron ignored the
sounds. They finally tracked its source to an island far to the south, where monstrous devilsaurs and other
scaled creatures roamed. There, the keepers discovered Thorim and his two worgs , Hati and Skoll , in the
midst of a hunt. That was when he realized that Thorim himself was responsible for it. Every time he fired it, a
thunderclap would split the heavens and rumble over the world. The creature, covered in thick plates of white
stone, was the largest of its kind ever to exist. Before he could fire again, his prey leapt forward and knocked
Titanstrike from his grasp. Thorim pummeled the worm with his bare fists and forced it to burrow into the
earth. Thorim and his worgs tracked the jormungar across the north, battling the worm whenever it emerged
from the ground. In his last encounter with the beast, the keeper landed a shot between its armor plates. The
jormungar fled, and it was never seen again. Most were imprisoned within their fortress of Ulduar. Thorim
sank into depression and secluded himself in the Temple of Storms. Even hunting no longer made him happy,
and he stored Titanstrike in his lair. The vrykul formed clans and sought to dominate the land. A warrior
named Volund yearned for more than that. He dreamed of lording over every vrykul. To do so, he searched for
the powerful mechanisms and weapons crafted by the keepers. From the mechagnome, Volund learned of
Titanstrike and its location. He often drifted off into bouts of fitful sleep for years on end, while Hati and Skoll
roamed the wilds as they pleased. Volund waited for one of these periods of slumber to steal Titanstrike. He
ensnared a mighty proto-drake and used the beast to ascend to the Temple of Storms. After Thorim awoke and
discovered that Titanstrike was missing, he called Hati and Skoll to his side. The vrykul narrowly stayed one
step ahead of his pursuers, but he knew he could not do so forever. Thorim and his worgs were legendary
hunters. They would eventually track down Volund and punish him. Along with his captured mechagnome
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and the relics he had uncovered, Volund escaped the north. Of course, they did not obey him. A few vrykul
stepped forward to silence the arrogant newcomer. He and his army marched out from Stormheim to conquer
the surrounding land for the glory of the vrykul. What he lacked was unity. He believed they were planning to
murder him and take Titanstrike for themselves. After all, if he had stolen it from a keeper, surely someone
could steal it from him. The bulk of the vrykul soldiers abandoned the crazed warlord, and his
once-formidable army crumbled. The warlord used the keeper-wrought mechanisms he had stolen as defensive
wards to keep grave robbers out of his tomb. Even in death, Volund would let no one touch his cherished rifle.
Fortunately, Titanstrike did not remain buried beside the would-be conqueror forever. The rifle was not forged
to spread terror or to dominate; it was forged to protect Azeroth. It will strike wherever darkness stirs, and its
thunderous report will herald the death of all who threaten the world or its people. The rightful owner of this
bow is still missing. Their journey had been hard, and the land was hostile. But the end result was astonishing.
The elves built upon a confluence of magical ley lines and created a city, Silvermoon , near the Sunwell , a
fount of pure arcane power. The wards succeeded in keeping their enemies out of Silvermoon , in part due to
their anchor: For that, they needed skilled fighters. The conflict would become known as the Troll Wars , and
the death toll rose quickly. The greatest of these early rangers was Talanas Windrunner , a master of archery
and ranged combat. He swiftly rose in the ranks and was named the first ranger-general of Silvermoon for his
bravery and valor. The leaders of Silvermoon commemorated the occasion by declaring that their champion be
given a weapon befitting his new status. Highborne weaponsmiths set to work immediately. Immersed in
arcane power, the bow began to change. When it was retrieved from the Sunwell, the bow radiated power.
Talanas was humbled by the gift. In his hands, each arrow sang as it sailed to its mark. The Amani trolls soon
learned to fear the sight of his bow, for if they ever caught a glimpse of it, they were within its range. They
were forced to retreat, allowing the Highborne elves to settle deeper into the forest. Slowly but surely, the bow
was seasoned in a way no one could have anticipated. Its strength only increased. Its powers began to manifest
in surprising ways. An arrow launched toward a target might be joined by other, magical arrows, also aimed at
the enemy. Alleria , Sylvanas , and Vereesa. As the eldest, Alleria was to take on the mantle of ranger-general,
but she had little use for tradition or expectations. She decided to apply her training to practical matters, so she
became a Farstrider , a member of a group of rangers focused on fighting for the Highborne all across Azeroth.
She made a name for herself after a number of quick, decisive victories. Her sister Sylvanas would one day
rise to leadership in her stead. It would not be passed on to Alleria until tragedy struck. After the orcs burned
Stormwind to the ground, a few leaders took notice.
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To enjoy the town and area attractions, I recommend putting together a two or three-day itinerary. Find below
ideas to fill up your days! Wander Around Downtown Solvang If you have not been to Solvang before, I
recommend you start your visit by taking a walk around the streets showcasing half-timbered structures,
thatched roofs, towers, and windmills. The area known as Downtown Solvang is where all the action occurs.
Due to its compactness, it is possible to walk the streets of interest in one or two hours depends on how many
times you stop. Have your camera ready since there are tons of photo opportunities on these thoroughfares.
Spot as Many Danish Icons as Possible After getting familiar with the town, it is time to take a deeper look.
Many people criticize the entire Solvang concept since they tie it to commercial and touristic purposes.
However, I believe the town can immerse you into Danish culture. That is why I encourage you to find and
learn about the Danish icons found in town. Here are a few. Round Tower A 1: The original tower was built in
the 17th century as an astronomical observatory. Nowadays, the tower counts with an observation deck. What
we have in Solvang is a replica of its notorious spire which is shaped as the tails of four dragons twined
together. The spire is located at 1st Street and Molle Way. Windmills The first windmill in Solvang was built
by Ferdinand Sorensen after he returned from a trip to Denmark. Later on, three more were built. The four
windmills are still standing and they are one of the biggest attractions in town. I never get tired of
photographing them especially when the sun is setting. You will have no problem finding these. Some hotels
have built their own windmills in front of their properties. If you think windmills are not a Danish thing, take a
look at t his article. Storks in Rooftops In Denmark, storks are a symbol of happiness and good luck. Also,
they are associated with babies thanks to a story written by Hans Christian Andersen. This beloved bird is
celebrated in the roofs of Solvang. You are going to find many wooden and metals replicas. Look up so you
can spot them. His legacy is celebrated in Solvang with a statue located on a park bearing his name. The statue
is located at one of the corners of Mission rive and Alisal Road. They sell butter cookies, butter ring coffee
cake, cinnamon swirl bread, kringles, strudel, Danish waffles and a large selection of pastries. For maximum
freshness, I recommend visiting before noon. Some of the bakeries are fully stocked until later times during
the high season. Other bakeries are located along Alisal Road and Copenhagen Drive. The bakeries have
dining rooms. Therefore, you can enjoy whatever you get with a cup of coffee or another drink of your
preference. Bakeries and restaurants sell buckets of butter cookies they contain three pounds. These are ideas
to take home or give as a gift. Think about these delicious morsels as a spherical pancake. Some say the
texture if fluffier and lighter. They can be served with raspberry or strawberry jam. The Solvang Restaurant
has a walk-up window from where aebleskivers can be ordered. The restaurant sells everything necessary to
prepare them at home including the pan. They serve pickled herring, Swedish meatballs, Havarti cheese, open
sandwiches, cured salmon, liver paste and sausages. Some flavors may be too strong for unaccustomed palates
but I am sure you can find something of your liking. Go Wine Tasting In case you have not noticed, Solvang
is located in wine country. Solvang alone has about 15 tasting rooms. That is more than enough to plan a day
around this activity. The best part is that you can walk from one place to another. There is no need to involve a
car. The best tasting rooms in town are the following: Sort this Out Cellar has a Tiki Bar in addition to wine
tasting. Stop by the Visitor Center to see if you can grab 2-for-1 wine tasting flyers. This can help you to save
a good amount of money. The store specializes in Scandinavian Christmas ornaments. Artifacts from other
European countries are available for sale too. Stop by to possibly be transported to your childhood. I grew up
in Puerto Rico and even there we had nutcrackers. Seeing the collection in the store bring a lot of good
memories. Visit a Museum For a small town of 5, residents, Solvang has quite a varied offer of museums.
Here is a list of what you can find in town. I find this museum very interesting and it offers the opportunity to
learn about the area and the costumes of the Nordic Countries. It features exhibits about the life and works of
the author. It highlights how Andersen gained international fame with his fairytales. This is a very simple
place. Do not expect elaborated exhibits. Wilding Museum This small museum is dedicated to showcasing the
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value and beauty of nature through art. In addition, it aims to promote wildlife and natural habitat
conservation. Their exhibitions change seasonally and they offer different workshops to the community.
Entrance is free every third Wednesday of the month. The first one features the history of Danish Vikings and
the second showcases amber antiques and artifacts even insects encrusted in amber. I find these two spaces
excellent and recommend you make some time to visit. Remember to take some time to check out the store. It
is always a good idea to be inspired by Scandinavian design. The Danish-Americans ended buying a plot of
land next to the Santa Ines Mission where they started to build the town. The rest is history. Spanish and
Danish heritages have been coexisting for more than a century. Nowadays, the Mission is open to the public
for guided or self-guided tours. On a visit, the church, museum, and garden can be explored. Parties with kids
may decide to reach the place by car. Ample parking is available. In an agricultural area like these, you are
destined to find a wide array of fresh and delectable products. The market takes places on 1st Street from 2:
Explore the Town by Bike Hotels in the area often lend bicycles to guests. If your hotel does not offer this
service, you can rent a bike including electric ones or surreys at Wheel Fun Rentals. Many people choose to
ride around town but, on request, a route map with points of interest can be provided. In that way, you can
explore nearby towns, wine tasting rooms, and historical structures. You can also tour the town by trolley,
horse cart and segway. Have a Picnic or Stretch your Legs at a Park With the overwhelming number of things
to do in Solvang, I can understand if you or your kids need a break. Right in the heart of Downtown, you will
find the Solvang Park. This is a popular spot to picnic or rest under the shadow of the trees. Attend One of the
Great Events Solvang knows how to throw a party! If you want to get to know the area a little bit more, I
recommend setting aside time to attend a local event. Here are some ideas. Taste of Solvang â€” March.
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Chapter 3 - Brothers Note: I do have the correct image for this character. In the battle with the demon beasts ,
he was one of the defenders that fought to protect the city and died. However, it is unclear if he has reached
silver rank. During their time apart, Wei Nan managed to catch up with the others to become a 5 Star Silver
demon spiritualist. The group is able to pass through the barrier and enter an isolated space. After being
chased by Scarlet Ghosts they happen upon a Netherlamp Behemoth. After the group escapes they head
towards what appears to be a village. On their way they come across a mysterious monument that only Nie Li
could approach. Afterwards, Nie Li asked Wei Nan to merge with his demon spirit to quickly search the area
to see if there was anything else like the monument, but he found nothing. When they got close to the village
Wei Nan stayed behind with the rest as Nie Li investigated. After insuring their safety, Nie Li came back and
escorted them to a courtyard of the Silver Winged Family where Wei Nan cultivated with the aid of Blood
Crystals until he had broken through to 1 star gold rank. However, he told Wei Nan and the rest that he would
return in ten days time and meet them at a nearby location. He is with Nie Li and helps with the preparations
for the defensive lines against the Demon Beast Horde. He agrees with Nie Li that they need to work hard to
get stronger to protect everyone. Though he is not from a powerful family his own strength certainly qualifies
him as well as his connection with Nie Li. Either way he did not play an active part in the events that occured.
This has not been confirmed, but is implied. They also visited the Dark Ruins and some other places to train,
making their cultivation soar leaps and bounds. He introduced everyone to the Spiritual God Yu Yan and
explained to them who she is. Nie Li then asked everyone to help in gathering demon spirits and some other
materials. This technique will release more then enough soul force and power of law for all of them to raise
their strength by leaps and bounds. Wei Nan, and the rest of his friends, then start to cultivate within the
activated array around him. By the time he left the array he was able to become a 5 star gold rank demon
spiritualist. When he returns to Glory City, Nie Li gathered everyone together and tells them that they were
going to leave tomorrow and head to the Nether Realm. They are the two high level legend rank demon beasts
that have spent the last 10, years guarding over Yu Yan in the Black Spring. Lu Piao got thoroughly beat by a
group after having tried to take their Spiritual Origin Fruit. So when Duan Jian showed up he returned the
favor. He continued to hit them until the laid down and stayed down. After securing their first Spiritual Origin
Fruit they continued traveling deeper into the Deathlands while fighting the occasional Skeleton. After two
more days wandering the deathlands, everyone was finally reunited. They each ate a fruit and began to
cultivate, becoming very close to legend rank. When the door to the seventh layer of the Nine-Layered
Deathlands opened, a crowed of hundreds of thousands of demigod, legend, and black gold rank experts
rushed through. Wei Nan was there when Luo Xiao asked Nie Li to be careful and suggested that they enter
towards the back of the line. After entering the seventh layer, a group of powerful cultivators appeared and
announced the first test. It was a test of soul force control called the Sphere of Reverse Images. To pass the
test, one must feed the sphere soul force through small threads, making it grow at least one foot in diameter.
However, the visible threads are fake. Nie li tells his friends that to pass the test they need to sense out the true
threads. Wei Nan was able to make the sphere grow to three feet, passing the test. Inside that tower are
supreme black flames and all kinds of demon beasts. Although the demon beasts have been chained, they can
still discharge powerful energy. They are to cultivate inside that environment for ten days. Those who can
reach the Anatta Mental State of cultivation will have passed the test. Wei Nan watched as several experts who
did not have a strong enough soul, crippled their cultivation trying to force their was in. As they approached,
Nie Li cautiously asked if everyone was alright. Because of their stronger then normal souls, Wei Nan, along
with everyone else, said that they were fine. Though it resembled what had happened to the cultivators whose
soul were too weak, in actuality it was the exact opposite. The group continued up to the second floor, where
the pressure felt by the black flames was far greater. Since Duan Jian could easily cultivate by absorbing the
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flames without even trying, he instead stood guard to protect everyone. Wei Nan and the rest sat down and
began to cultivate. He slowly absorbed the black flames, strengthening his body and soul. The majestic wave
of profound law energy flowed through the soul array, overwhelming him and causing him to jump directly to
1 star legend rank. Afterward the group also headed up to the third floor, where they found a terrifyingly
powerful Celestial Qilin chained up. This pattern attracted more of the black flames to this location in the
tower. However, the demon beast tossed the basin of his blood short in the hopes of tricking Nie Li into
coming close enough that he could attack him. While the others distracted it with various types of attacks Nie
Li was able to sneak close enough to grab the basin of blood and toss it to Du Ze. In a rage the Celestial Qilin
rained dozens of lightning strikes at him. However, Nie Li simply used his void form to avoid them and make
his way outside the reach of the demon beast. The seal can only be removed by Du Ze, insuring that the
Celestial Qilin can not harm him, and Du Ze promised to free him after fifty years. After advancing up to the
fourth floor of the tower Wei Nan could not stand the pressure from the black flames to advance higher. Along
with everyone else in the group besides Nie Li and Yu Yan, he stayed to cultivate on this floor. After the test
ended, Wei Nan and everyone else were teleported to the ninth layer. Once there, he met the Lord of Nether as
well as the other six ambassadors. Once there they will not be able to return for five years. They must also
form a Soul Seal with their new master to insure loyalty, as betrayal was considered a capital offense.
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To view it, click here. To save you time, I shall summarize this novelette for you. For the purposes of making
this more exciting, lets say their names are Michael, Eh! And, by the way, now would be the appropriate time
to turn all the lights off, except for maybe a few candles to get a spooky mood going. Our brave crew of
scientists are going down to the South Pole to study something Scientific. So Ceridwen, Brian, Jason, and Eh!
Every now and then, though, our associates manage to get a text message through to us. I was flipping through
its shadow-laden pages for no reason whatsoever this one time. Jason, who was practicing his quickdrawing
skills, said, "Do you want any help with that? Focusing her qi energy, she pitched a ball of focused, dense air
forward, and used it to explode the head off of a snowman that Brian was making. Now, we were all excited
about the scientific possibilites, so much so that Jacob thoughtfully scratched his ironic beard, and Caris jizzed
in his pants. We waited, and we waited, but no more texts arrived. Then, finally, we got one last message: And
we were skeptical about exactly what this means, so we all loaded into the other helicopter. The arctic storm
had lessened, btw. We flew out there to the research site, and we saw the penguins were indeed sweating to
death. But, more importantly, we saw the strange, arctic structures that immediately reminded us of our
undergrad perusals of that old, lost and forgotten tome, and also the Roerich painting. Roerich, Roerich
Necronomicon Roerich! Even more importantly than these strange ancient structures Roerich was what we
then saw: Brian was all over the campsite in gloopy red chunks, like someone had broken a pinata filled with
raw sirloin. Ceridwen lay with huge bites out of her, as if some large beast had been noshing on her. It
appeared a surgery had been done on him, very carefully inspecting all of his insides, but leaving him mostly
intact. Part of his body was missing, cut away with amazing precision, as if by a laser. But we were on a set
schedule, so we went to doing our work. Strange pictures were scattered around the walls of these inner
chambers, pictures of those strange creatures from the Necronomicon. The pictures told a story of how the
creatures came to earth, and how they created life as we know it as a cure for their boredom, and how they
grew people in a big bowl, kind of like sea monkeys. We passed through vast chambers, many of them, for
like pages and pages I mean, hours and hours. By the time we were done looking at all the wall murals, several
more of our party had died from boredom. Jacob was walking along with the torch, and he was like, "Is that
one of those ancient whatchamacallits? Then, we heard a deep, throaty cackle from down one of the chambers.
Brad said, "What the shit was that? We noticed a great, foul-smelling fog coming from the darkness before us,
like we were buried in a pile of high school gym socks filled with dog poop. We started running and shrieking
through the dark, dank, dark corridors. Turkeys are fucking dangerous as hell, and this thing sounded even
bigger. It was scarier than that. It was a big blob of protoplasm flowing forward, with an endless supply of
eyeballs and mouths rising to its surface, the mouths howling out in that frightening "cluck, cluck, cluck.
Then, Caris tripped on a pocket of strangely dense air. Jacob and I kept running. Behind us, behind that wall of
rancid fog, we could hear that blob of ancient unknowable soulless funkiness devouring Brad and Caris, and
they moaned with pain and horror as they sank into it and were quickly digested. Finally, we got back outside
and ran to the helicopter. We shook her awake and said, "Step on it!
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Blair suggested that "fragments of this legend have perhaps become attached to the mythical mine of Jacob
Waltz". Other theories have materialized that speculate the mine is buried at the bottom of Apache or
Roosevelt Lake. Lost Apache gold or Dr. Famed Apache Geronimo is sometimes mentioned in relation to this
story. In most variants of the story, the family of a man called Miguel Peralta discovered the mine and began
mining the gold there, only to be attacked or massacred by Apaches in about in the supposed Peralta massacre.
Years later, a man called Dr. Thorne treats an ailing or wounded Apache often alleged to be a chieftain and is
rewarded with a trip to a rich gold mine. He is blindfolded and taken there by a circuitous route, and is allowed
to take as much gold ore as he can carry before again being escorted blindfolded from the site by the Apaches.
Thorne is said to be either unwilling or unable to relocate the mine. James Reavis tried to assert that the
Peralta family had a Spanish land grant and a barony granted by the King of Spain, which included a huge
swath of Arizona and New Mexico, including the Superstition Mountains. The Peralta Massacre is a legend
that Apaches supposedly ambushed a mining expedition the Peralta family sent into the mountains. A lack of
historical records leaves uncertainty as to whether a Peralta family ever had possession of land, or mines, in or
near the Superstition Mountains. Blair insisted that the Peralta portion of the story is unreliable, writing:
Despite his efforts, Willing was never able to recover the money he gave to Peralta. Since James Reavis , " the
Baron of Arizona ", was convicted of fraud when the Peralta family genealogy and other documents to support
the land grant and a barony associated with that land were determined to be forgeries it also raises questions
about the original purchase of the land grant by Dr. Willing died in before there had been a thorough
investigation of the documents or opportunity to cross examine him on the stand as was later done with
Reavis. The truth about Dr. Thorne[ edit ] Another detail which casts doubt on the story is the fact that,
according to Blair, there was never any Dr. Thorne in the employ of the Army or indeed of the Federal
Government in the s. Thorne claimed that he was taken captive by Navajos in , and that during his captivity he
had discovered a rich gold vein. Blair contended that this story can be divided into "hawk" and "dove"
versions, depending on whether the German s are said to behave violently or peacefully. Weiser is attacked
and wounded whether by marauding Apaches or by a greedy Waltz , but survives at least long enough to tell a
man called Dr. Walker about the mine. Waltz is also said to make a deathbed confession to Julia Thomas, and
draws or describes a crude map to the gold mine. Furthermore, Wilburn stated that geology indicates that there
is no gold in the Superstition Mountains, which are igneous in origin. Army soldiers are said to have
discovered a vein of almost pure gold in or near the Superstition Mountains. The soldiers are alleged to have
presented some of the gold, but to have been killed or to have vanished soon after. This account is usually
dated to about According to Blair, the story may have its roots in the efforts of three U. Thorne of New
Mexico; see above. The historical Jacob Waltz[ edit ] A view of Superstition Mountains in Lost Dutchman
State Park Grave of Jacob Waltz, Pioneer and Military Cemetery, west of downtown Phoenix Blair cited
evidence of the historical Jacob Waltz and suggested that additional evidence supports the core elements of the
story â€” that Waltz claimed to have discovered or at least heard the story of a rich gold vein or cache. The
earliest documentation of him in the U. Blair suggested that this Waltz could be the same Waltz who later
came to be regarded as the legendary Dutchman, and that he Americanized the spelling of his family name.
Waltz relocated to Arizona in the s, and stayed in the territory for most of the rest of his life. He pursued
mining and prospecting, but seems to have had little luck with either. In , Waltz had a homestead of about
acres 0. Afterwards, Waltz fell ill he was rumored to have contracted pneumonia during the flooding. He died
on October 25, , after having been nursed by an acquaintance named Julia Thomas she was usually described
as a quadroon. Blair had little doubt that Waltz related to Thomas the location of an alleged gold mine. As
early as September 1, , The Arizona Enterprise was reporting on the efforts of Thomas and several others to
locate the lost mine whose location was told to her by Waltz. Ruth disappeared while searching for the mine in
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the summer of Ruth was said to have learned of the Peralta mine from a man called Pedro Gonzales or
Gonzalez. According to the story, in about Erwin C. Ruth gave some legal aid to Gonzales, saving him from
almost certain imprisonment. Erwin passed the information to his father Adolph, who had a long-standing
interest in lost mines and amateur exploration. The elder Ruth had fallen and badly broken several bones while
seeking the lost Pegleg mine in California. He had metal pins in his leg, and used a cane to help him walk. In
June , Ruth set out to locate the lost Peralta mine. After traveling to the region, Ruth stayed several days at the
ranch of Tex Barkely to outfit his expedition. Barkely repeatedly urged Ruth to abandon his search for the
mine, because the terrain of the Superstition Mountains was treacherous even for experienced outdoorsmen,
let alone for the year-old Ruth in the heat of the Arizona summer. Ruth did not return as scheduled, and no
trace of him could be found after a brief search. In December, , The Arizona Republic reported on the recent
discovery of a human skull in the Superstition Mountains. As Curt Gentry wrote, "Dr. Hrdlicka positively
identified the skull as that of Adolph Ruth. He further stated, after examining the two holes [in the skull], that
it appeared that a shotgun or high-powered rifle had been fired through the head at almost point-blank range,
making the small hole when the bullet entered and the large hole when it exited". But the map to the Peralta
mine was said to be missing. Ruth ended his note with the phrase " Veni, vidi, vici. They argued that Ruth had
probably succumbed to thirst or heart disease though, as Gentry wrote, "[o]ne official went so far as to suggest
that [Adolph Ruth] might have committed suicide While this theory did not ignore the two holes in the skull, it
did fail to explain how Ruth had managed to remove and bury the empty shell, then reload his gun, after
shooting himself through the head". Some searchers for the mine have disappeared in likely wilderness
accidents. In the mids, the headless remains of prospector James A. Cravey were reportedly discovered in the
Superstition Mountains. Storm further speculated that Adolph Ruth might have been a victim of the same
sniper. However, less than two weeks later on January 1, , Shorty Mueller died of a heart attack. His campsite
and car were found abandoned shortly afterward. He was known to have been obsessed with finding the mine
for several years and had made previous trips to the area. Merworth had become lost in the same area in ,
requiring a rescue. They presumably died in the summer heat. It is easily accessible about 40 miles east of
Phoenix via U. Highway 60 , the Superstition Freeway. Hiking and camping are popular activities. There are
several paths that go through the brush and cacti. The short "Discovery Trail" is a clear route with several
placards giving the natural history of the area. Serious gold prospecting is not allowed. In popular culture[ edit
] This article appears to contain trivial, minor, or unrelated references to popular culture. Unsourced material
may be challenged and removed. The first season of the entertainment program comprised six episodes.
Shirreffs , is a pastiche of the Lost Dutchman legend. The source code appeared as a type-in program in BYTE
in and
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We like to think of it as a modern national museum. Informative â€” Easy and Fun! Our team of producers and
cameramen have created numerous short but very informative cinematic features about a multitude of
Icelandic topics. We have created something unique that will enlighten and delight you and your family. Tales
from Iceland is an exhibition on Iceland and Icelanders. It is set up on two floors, a nature exhibition on the
lower level and a news exhibition on the upper level. The nature exhibition, produced from actual tourist
videos, portrays the country in the eyes of foreigners travelling in Iceland, how they experienced its nature and
what they thought of its inhabitants. The news exhibition, produced from actual TV news, brings life to
breaking news of the past. It covers the art, sports, international issues, the weather, the ocean, the music and
many other topics of interest from our , people population. The museum is in central Reykjavik and occupies
two floors. Each theater area shows a high resolution film on a large screen up to inches. No headphones are
needed because the speakers hang from the ceiling creating a sound dome over each area. Each feature lasts 3
â€” 4 minutes and covers one topic. All features have matching show times, so you have about twenty seconds
to walk to another cinema screen with another fascinating topic. The movies are in English and with English
subtitles. They are engaging, fun and loaded with interesting facts and Icelandic humor. The variety of topics
ensures that there is something for every family member regardless of age. The museum contains two sections,
tales by visitors and tales by locals. Tales by locals is made by professionals going through news clips over the
last century and reflect the highlights by category arts, sports etc. Tales by visitors portrays the country in the
eyes of guests visiting the country. You will be amazed of what our small population has achieved! The
Museum is open all days from 9 am to 5 pm holiday opening hours: Please see our Facebook page. Please
contact us for group availability. See our Facebook page. The exhibition is open all days except Thursdays,
from 9 am to 9 pm. Children under 6 are free of charge. Family price to the exhibition is ISK 6, regardless of
the number of children. A typical visit will take between one and one and a half hour. For the time being,
tickets are not available online and no individual reservations can be made. The Museum is operated by Tales
from Iceland ehf. We look forward to welcoming you to our shows!
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